
Double pomeron physis in run II | Jon PumplinA \normal" event at the Tevatron produes � 0:3 hadron resonanes per unitof �� � ��. Hene in a region of length �y, one expets � 0:3 � 2� � �y ofthem. Naively assuming no orrelations, i.e., a Poisson distribution in the number,leads to the probability � e�2:0�y of zero partiles: a rapidity gap. A muh moresophistiated argument from Regge theory also predits the gap probability to besuppressed exponentially, albeit with a smaller oeÆient: �gap � e2 (�R�1)�y �e�1:0�y based on the vetor meson Regge interepts ��, �! near 0:5 .But rapidity gap ross setions are atually not suppressed exponentially in thisway. Fitting the multipliity distribution in a region > 2�3 units in rapidity, usinga smooth distribution suh as negative binomial or generalizations thereof, revealsan exess at zero multipliity whih is the rapidity gap ross setion. The pomeronan be de�ned operationally as the thing that makes rapidity gaps. We must keepour minds open, however, to the possibility that there may be more than one kindof pomeron | e.g., the lassial \soft" pomeron may be di�erent from the pomeronthat operates when there is a large momentum transfer t at one end of the gap; orwhen there is a large momentum transfer p? aross the gap.Roman pots that detet p or �p very lose to the beam diretions an be used tostudy rapidity gaps aording to the kinemati relation� = 1� xp =Xqp2? +m2 ey=ps :For example if a �p is observed with a momentum fration xp = 0:98, no pionswith p? > 0:3GeV an appear at y > 4:7, so there is a gap > 2:8 between anysuh pion and the leading proton whih is at y = 7:5 . The Roman pot method ofobserving gaps has several advantages: it allows us to study pure �p going in thebeam diretion instead of an unknown mixture of �p and �p�; it allows measurementof the momentum transfer squared t; and if Roman pots an be plaed both forwardand bakward, important azimuthal angular orrelations between the forward andbakward p and �p an be observed. It will be important to see if �nal state propertieshange with t (or tforward and tbakward). It is also important to study how largethe non-di�rative ontamination is for, say, x < 0:95. Perhaps one ould also geta handle on this by omparing forward protons with forward neutrons as HERA,using the Zeus forward neutron detetor.Double pomeron exhange (DPE) will be studied in Tevatron Run II in reationsof the form p �p ! pX �p. A variety of entrally produed systems X are worthy ofstudy:1. X = soft, inlusive: The fully di�erential ross setion is d�=dt1 dt2 dy1 dy2,where t1, t2 are the 4-momentum transfers to the quasi-elastially satteredp and �p, and y1, y2 are the inside edges of the gaps. This ross setion isintegrated over t1 and t2 in the absene of Roman pots. The measurementan be ompared with preditions based on measurements of single di�rativesattering by assuming Regge fatorization.2. X = soft, exlusive: Low multipliity �nal states in DPE are a primehunting ground for glueball states, sine X automatially has isospin 0 andis made more-or-less from gluons [1℄. In this ase, azimuthal orrelationswith the quasi-elasti p and �p an be partiularly signi�ant [2℄. The abseneof large p? presents a hallenge for triggering on these �nal states, but low1



2 multipliity and the presene of the gaps and/or Roman pot triggers shouldmake it possible.3. X = hard, inlusive: Dijet prodution in DPE [4℄ has already been mea-sured in Run I; but Run II o�ers, along with improved auray and the pushto higher jet pt, the possibility to study the dependene on momentum trans-fers to the p and �p. It should also be possible to measure the fration of thejets that are b�b.4. X = hard, exlusive: It is possible that some simple heavy quark systemsan be produed exlusively in DPE [3℄. A promising andidate to searhfor is the b�b state �b1(1P ), whih has a mass of 9:892GeV. It deays witha 35% branhing ratio to �(1S), with subsequent deay � ! `+`� with10% branhing ratio (` = e or �). This would have a remarkable signature:nothing but `+`� in the entire entral detetor. Although the rate willsurely be small, the transverse momenta of several GeV along with the largequiet regions in the detetor should be suÆient to make triggering possible.Meanwhile the large Q2 sale o�ers the hope of attempting to alulate theross setion in pQCD. Depending on how the pomeron really works, exlusiveproesses may turn out to be very strongly suppressed by the ondition thatin spite of the large Q2 sale, no extra soft gluons are radiated.The quantum number seletion rules for the prodution of exlusive b�bstates are as follows. The pomeron is believed to have the same internalquantum numbers as the vauum, so the stateX produed by the \ollision" oftwo pomerons must have I = 0 and C = +. The pomeron is an even-signatureRegge trajetory, so it has spin and parity JP = 0+, 2+, 4+, : : : ; but whentwo of these are ombined with the orbital angular momentum of the ollision,all JP values beome allowed for X . For the purposes of a DPE experiment,�b1(1P ) (m = 9:892, JPC = 1++) and �b2(1P ) (m = 9:913, JPC = 2++) arethe most promising beause of their large (35%, 22%) branhing ratios into�(1S). As a ontrol experiment, the states �(1S) and �(2S) should not beprodued in DPE, beause they have odd harge onjugation.One ould also look for �� or   exlusive states, or even  [5℄, in DPE.Finally, an important experimental problem to be addressed is how to study gapphysis in the presene of multiple p�p ollisions at the higher luminosity of Run II.Presumably the main tool will be to make use of sheduled or unsheduled runningin whih the luminosity is not in fat very high. For jet physis, the Roman potmethod permits gap studies even when the gap annot be observed diretly beauseit is �lled in by multiple interations.At the LHC, very high luminosity will make onventional rapidity gap physisimpossible. With the help of Tevatron Run II, we should begin to think aboutwhether similar physis an be done by a looser but more enforeable riterion ofno minijets instead of no partiles in a \gap" region. Sine jet multipliities aremuh less than partile multipliities, this an only work if the required length �yto de�ne a gap is made larger.As a �nal omment, bakgrounds to DPE | along with some important ques-tions regarding underlying events in jet physis | would bene�t from an improvedstudy of \minimum bias" physis, along the lines of what was done long ago andat a lower energy in the UA(5) experiment. Results from that experiment are still
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